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PART-A
[Maximum Marks : l0]

Marks

I. Answer the following question in One oI two sentences. Each question canies two marks

I . List any two methods for pressure measulement

2. Define specific conductance

3. Give any two methods for density measurement

4. List any two types of controllers

5. Define D/A converter (5x2 = 10)

PART-B
[Maximum Marks : 30]

Answer any five ofthe following questions' Each question carries six marks'

1. Draw a sketch of measuring instrument and indicate the basic elements

2. Explain the basic principles of pH meter

3. List the applications of chromatography

4. Explain Seeback, Peltier and Thomson effect

5. Explain valve actuators with examples

6. Draw the block diagram of closed loop control system

7. Draw any six standard symbols of instruments and conlrollers (5x6:30)

PART _ C

[Maximum Marks : 60]

Answer one full question frpm each unit. Each full question canies 15 marks

UNIT - I

a) Describe the working of radiation pyrometer with neat sketch

b) Explain the bubbler system for level measurement with a neat sketch

(8)
(7)

OR
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IV. a) With neat sketch explain the diaphragm box for level measurement
b) Describe thermopile with a neat sketch

LINIT .II
V. a) Describe a liquid column chromatograph with a net sketch

b) Describe calomel electrode with a net sketch

OR

VL a) Explain wet bulb and dry bulb thermometer with a net sketch
b) Describe mass spectrometer with net sketch

UNIT-III

VII. a) Explain the static characteristics ofan instrumenr
b) Explain different modes ofcontrol

:
{

'(8)

(8)
(7)

(8)
(7)

(8)
(7)

OR

VI[. a) Explain the working of a pneumatic control valve wrth a net sketch
b) Describe about analog and digital transmission

UNIT_IV

IX. a) Explain the SCADA with simple block diagram (8)
b) Draw a simple microprocessor based controller diagram e\

OR

X. a) Explain about the major componenls of DCS with a simple block diagram (S)
b) Draw the simplified process instrumentation diagram ofa heat exchanger (l)
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